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ABSTRACT
Impact parameter states are constructed by the aid of the generators 
of the Poincaré group and the expansion of scalar and Dirac field is given 
in terms of these states.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Построены состояния прицельного параметра с помощью генераторов 
группы Пуанкаре. Скалярное и спинорное поля разложены по этим состояниям.
KIVONAT
А Poincaré csoport generátorainak segítségével impakt paraméter 
állapotokat épitünk fel és megadjuk a skalár- és Dirac-tér ezen állapotok 
szerinti kifejtését.
1. INTRODUCTION
It has been shown in a preceeding paper |1 | that the impact para­
meter can be endowed with a consequent group theoretical meaning within the 
Poincaré group. The aim of the present paper is to demonstrate that impact 
parameter states can be defined independently of the scattering amplitude 
and the fields can be expanded in terms of impact parameter states. In the 
expansion the emission and absorption operators describe emission and ab­
sorption of particles with given values of the impact parameter.
The usual interpretation of the impact parameter [_2j is closely 
related to the eikonal approximation, however, within the framework of light 
front dynamics impact parameter states free of any approximation can be de­
fined. Expansions of the scalar- and Dirac fields are given in terms of 
impact parameter states. The impact parameter picture is useful in high 
energy phenomenology since experimental data can be fitted by simple forms 
of the impact parameter amplitude. Therefore, it is possible that a simple 
form of interaction described by emission and absorption operators in impact 
parameter picture yield a good phenomenological field theory. In other words 
that means that it is probable that impact parameter states introduced in 
the present paper incorporate a great deal of dynamics. Although, the impact 
parameter emission and absorption operators exhibit a simple transformation 
property under the two-dimensional Galilean group, they transform in a rather 
complicated manner under the full Poincaré group. Therefore, it is hard to 
find a simple Poincaré invariant interaction in impact parameter picture.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 the expansion of a 
complex scalar field in terms of impact parameter states is given. A charac-
i-=^=(x-b)2
teristic feature of these states is a factor of e oscillating
rapidly in the transverse direction. Transformation properties of absorption 
operators under the Poincaré group are given. Sect. 3 contains the expansion 
of Dirac field. Dirac spinors are decomposed into "good" and ’^bad" components 
Impact parameter states with up or down spin projection form a complete set 
in subspace of good components.
22. IMPACT PARAMETER STATES
Initial data for describing a dynamical system can be given on any 
spacelike plane or on the light front x+=x°+x =0. The generators of the 
Poincaré group can be divided into two sets with respect to initial condi­
tions. The first set contains the generators of the subgroup which leave 
the plane of initial conditions invariant. The second set contains the gen­
erators of Poincaré transformations leading out of the surface. These later 
generators are called Hamiltonians by Dirac |3] .
In the instant form of dynamics the invariance group is the three- 
dimensional Euclidean group е (з) and the Hamiltonians are the three boost 
generators N3,N2,N3 and p°. In front form the invariance group is the two- 
dimensional Galilean group enlarged with dilatations and the Hamiltonians 
are Ni+M2' N2~M^ and p =p°-p3. These results are shown in the following 
table
Invariance Group Generators Hamiltonians
Instant
form
x°=0
/ cx 0 \
]= SU(2) 
y-0* a*J
T = (а1,а2 ,a3)Ct
j. е (з) V  M2'- M3
1 2  3 P / P » P
M01=N1' M02=N2' 
M03=N3'
Three-dimensional Euclidean 
group P°
Front
form
x+=0
(; ° - ^ = d @ e (2) 
Ta = (a-,a1,a2)
, D iGc) G(2)
M-l' M-2 
M12' M+-
M+l' M+2 
P~
Two-dimensional Galilean 
group with dilatation
1 2  + P » P , P
Here p+=p°+p3, p =p°-p3 for which the notation p_= p will be used too 
since it plays the role of mass in the two-dimensional Galilean group. 
Furthermore, Mag denotes the (+, -, 1,2) light front components of the 
Lorentz group. These are related to the familiar angular momentum M and 
boost momentum N by
M+1 = Í (n i+m2) M+2
1
2 (N2"Ml)
M-1 = \ (n x-m 2) M-2
1
2 (n 2+m 1)
M12 = M3, M+- = - J N3 •
3It is a remarkable fact that from the Hamiltonians N.^ , N2, N3, p° of in­
stant dynamics no reasonable basis can be constructed, whereas, three 
Hamiltonian p~, M,., M .0 of light front dynamics defines a basis corres-
ponding to reduction of the Poincaré group according to the subgroup (0 i)
4- u ±of SL(2,c) and translations in the direction x . Introducing the notations
n 2M+1 Nl+M2 D в ----1 5— 3 ' B2 -P P -P
2M+ 2 N2-Mlо 3 P -P
/ 2 .1/
the impact parameter states are characterized by the following eigenvalue 
equations
B1 |b,U,CT> = Ъ1 |b,y,a> /2 .2/
/2.3/B2 |b,y,a> = b2 |b,y,a>
P~ |b,w,a> = v |l3,P,0> /2.4/
where b = (b^,b2). It has been shown in Q.] that the above states can real­
ly be interpreted as impact parameter states. One more label is required 
for the spin projection denoted above by о . This is the eigenvalue of the 
operator
where w^ = - j M ^  is the Pauli-Lubanski vector (/cf. [4]) i.e.
a|S,y,cr> = a|b,y,o> 12.Si
It can be easily seen that in the rest frame of the particle the above 
operator coincides with the third component of spin. States /2.2-2.5/ form 
a basis within an irreducible representation of the Poincaré group charac­
terized by some fixed value of mass and spin. 3
3. IMPACT PARAMETER EXPANSION OF SCALAR FIELD
For expansion of the scalar field the generators of the Poincaré 
group are represented in coordinate space in the form
Myv = i U y V xv V '  pM = i9y
and eigenvalue equations /2.2/, /2.3/, /2.4/ are imposed:
421-Эх г Ф,, к (х) = у ф , (х)+ Р »b Р ,Ь /3.1/
/ . х Э
( хр д к ' Эх + xkK i , b (x) = ЬкФр,Ь(х) (k=1,2)
(□+ш )ф (х) = 0  Р ,Ь
/3.2/
/ 3 . 3 /
where ш is the Poincaré mass, P=p°-p3 is the Galilean mass and x+, x 
are the usual light front coordinates, x+=x°+x\ x =x°-x\ The solution 
of these equations can be written in the form
Ф (x) = i (2 TT) 3/12 expy ( -(Jx+--y-x +^=-(x-b) }У 9 D v  ^ " v /3.4/
with x=(x1,x2), b=(b-^,b2). These states are normalized on the light front
x+=const. according to
dx d ^ „  ,, , (x)* --^<p ,(x) = 2pó (p '-p)<$2 (b'-b)P t) 9x P,D /3.5/
In terms of states /3.4/ the impact parameter expansion of a complex scalar 
field with mass m assumes the form
d2b (ф , (x)a(p,b)+ ф (x)*d+ (p,b)) /3.6/У r D M r D
О
Here a(p,b) absorbs a particle and d+ (p,b) emits an antiparticle with a 
given value of impact parameter and Galilean mass у .
By making use of Dirac's method for quantization of constrained 
systems it can be shown [_5] that the field satisfies the equal x+ commuta­
tion relations
Ф (x) = dp2p
ф+ (X) , тр^ф (У)
У + + x =y
= ffi(x -у )62(x-y)
From this the following nonvanishing commutation relations between emission 
and absorption operators can be derived
a(p Íb ') , a (p ,b) d(pjb') d (у,b) = 2p6 (p'-p)(b'-b) /3.7/
Transformation properties of absorption operators under D(x)E(2)= 
6SL(2,C) group are very simple,
51
. --цЬ+^ fc- yb* _ *
U„ ßa(y,b)ü~>ß = e a “ a ( I a I ~2 у , g- b)a ,6 /3.8/
Here and hereafter the notation b=^(b1+ib2) is used. The simplest way for 
obtaining /3.8/ and subsequent transformation formulas is to use the over­
lap coefficients between the usual momentum eigenstates and impact para­
meter states fl]
<p~, p I b,y> = 2y6 (p -у) (2tt) 1 e ip
(pb = p1b1+p2b2)
Action of the subgroup ^  is much more complicated. By making use of
the overlap coefficients again one gets
U ^ a / y ^ u “1 = I d 2b'r(y|b' ;y,b)a(y ' ;b')
where
г,, 1 y fy /b*y+b'*y' by+b’ y?i r-, b b,# /Г" 2 I |24Г (y,b;y,b) = y-yj expi—  *----- ^  — > 3Q {2 - - —  у-m |y| )
and J is the Bessel-function of zero order, о
Transformation properties of a(y,b) under the translation group 
a^=(a+,a ,а^,а2) are somewhat simpler
Ua a(y,b) Ua1 d2b'A(b'b;y) a(y,b')
with
A(b',b;y) = JL exp i{jpm2+iL ayap+ a(b'-b)- |^(S'-b)2} .
Here а^ар denotes the invariant a squared, а^ар = a+a -®2•
It is seen that transformation properties under the Galilean group 
are very simple but it is hard to satisfy covariance under the full Poincaré 
group. This is why a simple Poincaré covariant interaction cannot be given 
easily in terms of a(y,b) . Although, it is possible to transcribe a 
Poincaré covariant interaction, say <p(x)2, in terms of a(y,b) , however 
it would be interesting to have a simple interaction just in b-space.
64. EXPANSION OF THE DIRAC FIELD
The Dirac field can be decomposed into "good" and "bad" components 
according to ф(х)=ф+(х)+ф (x) with
, — -L-Clo /Д 1 /Ф+(х) = Ф(х) , Ф (x) = ф(х) /4-Х/
In terms of these components Dirac equation takes the form
2i —“x Ф+(х) = ak -A- + тЗ)Ф(х) /4 2/
9x+ 1 9xK
2i — ф~(х) =(t  ak Л -  + mß) Ф+(х) (к = 1,2) /4.3/
Эх" 1 Эх
Only the first of these equations is an equation of motion because this 
contains a derivative with respect to time, x+ , and correspondingly only 
ф+ is considered as a dynamical variable. Equation /4.3/ determines the 
subsidiary quantity ф provided some boundary condition, е.д.Ф -*• О as 
x - °°, is imposed. Then an equation of motion directly for Ф+ (х) can 
be obtained by eliminating ф (x), v~
dy" ф+ (х+ ,у",х) /4.4/
— CO
In order to find impact parameter states the generators of the 
Lorentz group are represented in the form of a sum of orbital and spin 
parts,
i -L. ф+ (х ) = I ( 2,.- m )
M = M°rb + MSplnuv uv m V /4.5/
where M°yb is the generator used earlier for the scalar field, and 
„spin , ijy^v]. In what follows the spinor representation of y-matrices 
is used i.e. у =ß=(1 Q), у =y a = ( ax Q J ( \  = 1,2,3).
According to /4.5/ the operator of the impact parameter is also 
composed of orbital and spin parts
2могЬ 2MSpin
вк - - J t -  * - J t -  - B“rb + B f ln (k - 1,2)
where i. - ЭB?rb = i ^  —  
k y 9xk
+ x
and
7I
*
т
nSPinB1
2HS+lin
У
spin
B2
2M+2ln
У
The eigenvalue equation /3.2/ for the impact parameter now can be written 
as
+ xk + spin) ФУ ,b,cr(x) bk V b , a (x> /4.6/
The eigenvalue equation /2.5/ characterizing spin projection is left which 
reads now
" 0) V b , a ( x)= {? ^  + ip(ei ^ r a2~ r )_a}*p,bfo (x>e 0
/4.7/
Here Ea-s are the familiar spin matrices Ea=i Sa^  (a,8,y=1,2,3) .
The eigenvalue equation /3.1/ remains unchanged
21 Vb , a < * >  - /4.8/
The solution of the eigenvalue equations /4.6/, /4.7/ /4.8/ can be found in 
form
♦y,b,o<x> = V b ( x> Xy,b,a(x>
where ^(х) is the impact parameter state /3.4/ obtained for the scalar
field and b a (x) some four-component spinor. The solution is simply
Ф.. h 1 = Ф,. b (x)(l,0 ,0 ,0) ; Ф . 1 = tp , (x) (o,0 ,0 ,1)Mfu Уги , -j У
This satisfies also the equation of motion /4.4/
It has been mentioned earlier that only the good spinors ф+ (х) 
are dynamical quantities, whereas, ф is determined by /4.3/. The impact 
parameter states ф^ ^ 0(x) thus obtained provide a basis in the space of 
good components.
8Expansion of Ф +(х) now reads
оо
Ф+ (х) = Ijj d2b I (а(р,Ь,а)Фм?ь>а(х)+ а+ (р,Ь,а)ф^ь  ^a (x)*) 
о о-±|
where a(y,b,a) absorbs a particle and d+ (y,b,a) emits an antiparticle 
with Galilean mass У and impact parameter b . The "good" component ф+ (x) 
satisfies the following equal x+ anticommutator relation
1+a
2 ~^ 52 (x-y)
where t denotes the adjoint spinor.
Impact parameter expansion of the electromagnetic field can be
given in an analogous manner. We come back to this question as well as to the 
problem of interactions in a subsequent paper.
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